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The Chevrolet HHR an initialism for Heritage High Roof [1] is a retro-styled , high-roofed,
five-door, five-passenger, front-wheel drive crossover [2] [3] designed by Bryan Nesbitt and
launched by the American automaker Chevrolet [4] at the Los Angeles Auto Show [ citation
needed ] as a model. Chevrolet marketed a panel van variant of the HHR beginning in Every
HHR came well-equipped with many standard features. Upper trim levels added features such
as a multifunction steering wheel, a cruise control system, aluminum-alloy wheels which were
also polished on some models , a remote vehicle starter system for vehicles equipped with a
four-speed automatic transmission only , a single-pane power moonroof, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel, the OnStar in-vehicle telematics system, front side seat-mounted SRS airbags,
XM Satellite Radio , a Bluetooth hands-free telephone system Which also included OnStar , and
an Antilock Braking System ABS. The HHR had a cargo-carrying capacity of A panel van variant
was also made available in for only the LT trim and became available on all trim levels in The
rear exterior door handles were removed, though the rear doors could still be opened from the
interior of the vehicle. This model was only offered for a single model year , having been
discontinued in along with the standard HHR SS Turbocharged model. In early , the HHR was
discontinued from the Mexican lineup due to poor sales. In October , Cheryl Catton, director of
car marketing and retail integration for Chevy, confirmed that a high performance variant of the
HHR would be built. The SS Turbocharged features a 2. In the fourth quarter of , Chevrolet
announced that the HHR would be discontinued after the model year, with the last HHR's
available in dealerships starting in late January to early February. HHRs were also available for
fleet order until May Flex-Fuel E85 was added to the 2. Side curtain airbags became standard for
models. However, side torso airbags were never made available. From Wikipedia, the free
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Police Pursuit Vehicle. The Chevrolet Corsica named after Corsica , France is a front-wheel
drive compact car that was produced by Chevrolet from to The Corsica was built upon the
L-body platform. It shared the L-body with the 2-door Beretta , and the rebadged revival of the
Pontiac Tempest which was essentially the same car, but was only sold in Canada. The Corsica
came in two styles and four trims. Sold initially only as a 4-door sedan , it was also available as
a 5-door hatchback from model years to The Corsica was first sold as a fleet car to rental
agencies and large companies in , prior to mainstream release. The Corsica and Beretta were
the second best-selling cars in America in , right behind the Chevrolet Celebrity. The L-body
platform however, was engineered by Chevrolet rather than Oldsmobile. The car was equipped
with either the 2. Some earlier models had a column shifter with a handbrake between the front
seats, an uncommon configuration for most compact cars of the time. A 5-door hatchback
model was introduced for , as was an LTZ performance package that included many suspension
parts from the Beretta. A rare XT trim included all the performance parts from the LTZ trim as
well as a leather interior, special body kit and spoiler package designed for GM by a third party
supplier. Both engines offered were increased in displacement. The Corsica now either used the
same 2. Minor changes were made to the interior, mostly around the driver controls. For the
Corsica received an extensively updated interior with a standard driver's side airbag and cup
holders. Front seatbelts were moved from the doors to the B-pillars. The taillights also received
a redesign, from smooth to ridged. This would also be the last year for the 5-door hatchback.
The only trim level was the LT. The manual transmission was dropped for the V6; it remained
available for the four-cylinder engine, although it was only available through special order few
of which ever took place [ citation needed ]. The 2. On automatic transmission vehicles, a shift
interlock, which required the brake pedal to be applied before the transmission could be taken
out of the park position, as well as a low oil level light was added. The 3. The LT model took the

place of the base model once again. The air conditioning System was now upgraded to use R
refrigerant, as opposed to environmentally-harmful Freon. The 3-speed automatic transmission
on V6 models was replaced with a 4-speed electronically-controlled automatic transmission
with overdrive, and lubricated with , mile long-life fluid. The front seat belts were moved from
the B-pillars to the doors. The manual transmission was also dropped for all US Corsicas this
model year, due to lack of consumer demand, although many export models and the Beretta still
retained this option. The Corsica became the first American car to be equipped with daytime
running lights as a standard feature. A new Corsica logo was introduced along with other minor
cosmetic exterior changes, such as the introduction of body-colored mirrors, side moldings,
and grille. The car also received a revised rear suspension, similar to that of the then-newly
redesigned Cavalier. This slightly reduced the "floatiness" of the ride which occurred with
earlier models. All Corsicas now came with Dex-Cool engine coolant. GM discontinued the
Corsica and the Chevrolet Beretta after the model year, due to safety standards in that would
have required a total redesign of these cars, and competition from the redesigned similarly
sized Chevrolet Cavalier and to a lesser extent the Geo Prizm for compact car sales. The
Corsica was replaced by the larger Chevrolet Malibu for the model year. Production ended on
June 26, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Corsica disambiguation.
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Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. We are dedicated to tuning your vehicle's engine
computer to attain maximum performance and the best drivability possible while keeping the
powertrain reliable. We don't only focus on Wide-Open-Throttle performance, we also focus on
all aspects of vehicle operation aimed at making your total driving experience more rewarding.
After all, a properly tuned engine is a clean running engine! While we specialize in vehicles that
have engine swaps done to them, we also have a lot to offer those vehicles with bone stock
engines or those with highly custom builds. Mild to wild, practical to radical, we will do our best
to get your vehicle running as it should. If you do not see your GM car listed above, please
contact us to see if it is supported more support is being added every day so it is difficult to
keep this list up to date. If you do not see your GM truck listed above, please contact us to see if
it is supported more support is being added every day so it is difficult to keep this list up to
date. MEFI-3 Controller part numbers: , , , , Perform certain re-learn procedures that require the
GM Tech 2 scan tool local service only. Reprogram replacement modules with factory
programming some restrictions apply. Basic One-Time Mail-order tuning service click here for
details. Shipping Methods please note we've recently switched to UPS as our exclusive
shipping provider, and we no longer ship outside of the USA. OBD-1 Multiple-program,
user-selectable "thumbwheel" chips price depends on application and setup. It has recently
come to our attention that some late 80's to mid 90's factory GM PROM chips installed on
factory mem-cals are failing when we try to erase and reprogram them. Anyone with a PCM exc
Regal must use a mem-cal adapter, no exceptions. Will not work with Cadillac 4. For our
ON-GOING custom tuning service customers: this mem-cal adapter accepts individual EPROM
chips we can ship you which can be installed by you, the customer, without requiring you to
ship us a mem-cal to be reprogrammed. Use of this device can save money and downtime when
extensive tuning work is required. Other restrictions may apply to your specific application, ask
for details. This exchange program is helpful if you can't afford any vehicle down-time. A core
charge or other costs may apply. Limited availability. If you would like to learn how to do your
own custom programming, click here. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Camshaft Position Actuator Solenoid are
located on the cylinder head of your Chevrolet or GM vehicle control the position of the
camshafts. If your vehicle is experiencing poor fuel economy, hestiation, or throwing a Check

Engine Light CEL for codes P, P, P, or P these actuators will fix your problem and restore your
vehicle's driveability. This complete kit includes both the intake and exhaust actuator solenoids.
Each solenoid comes with a new oil seal preinstalled for easy installation. Simply remove your
factory actuators and install the new ones in place. Fits the Following Vehicles: 2. Camshaft
actuators are an important part of your vehicles engine. When the factory actuators fail you may
begin to experience decreased driveability, hestiation and fault codes which will cause a check
engine light CEL. By replacing the faactory actuators you can restore driveability and get your
check engine light to turn off. Common fault codes you may find when your factory actuators
fail include: P, P, P, or P The intake camshaft actuator features a gray electrical plug and is
located closer to the front of the vehicle on the top of the cylinder head. When your factory
intake actuator begins to fail your car's computer may trigger fault codes P or P resulting in a
check engine light. This can lead to hestiation, decreased fuel economy and poor driveability.
The intake actuator comes with a new bolt and a preinstalled oil seal to insure a leak-free
installation. Simply remove the old actuator and install the new one in place. The exhaust
camshaft actuator features a black electrical plug and is located closer to the rear of the vehicle
on the top of the cylinder head. When your factory exhaust actuator begins to fail your car's
computer may trigger fault codes P or P resulting in a check engine light. Our exhaust camshaft
actuator is a direct replacement for the factory actuator and installs in under 30 minutes. The
exhaust actuator comes with a new bolt and a preinstalled oil seal to insure a leak-free
installation. Installing parts on you vehicle can be difficult and we understand. That's why we
have certified technicians on staff to assist you with installation or even properly diagnosing
your car. Our technicians will even provide the factory repair manual to make installation easier
for you. All of our actuators undergo strict quality control not just before shipping but
throughout the production process. During each step of production multiple quality control
checks are performed to insure each and every part lasts for years to come. Located in sunny
South Florida and founded by long time car enthusiasts, AA Ignition takes pride in providing
quality products at an exceptional value. This is a compatible replacement part manufactured by
AA Ignition. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. You can return the item for
any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns.
How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 10 hrs and 26 mins Details. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Sold by. GWA Auto Parts. Intake and Exhaust Camsha Include Add a
Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are
covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and
shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection
Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified
refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for
mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if
bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To
cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used Very Good. See more. FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices
may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 8 hrs and 26 mins
Details. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Visit the AA Ignition Store. Amazon's Choice
recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently bought together.
Add both to Cart Add both to List. FREE Shipping. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? Product Description. Intake Camshaft Actuator The intake camshaft
actuator features a gray electrical plug and is located closer to the front of the vehicle on the
top of the cylinder head. Exhaust Camshaft Actuator The exhaust camshaft actuator features a
black electrical plug and is located closer to the rear of the vehicle on the top of the cylinder
head. Experience the AA Ignition Difference! Strict Quality Control All of our actuators undergo
strict quality control not just before shipping but throughout the production process. What
other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Save your money here!!!! Verified Purchase. We have a GMC Terrain. I did

do some research online yo make sure I ordered the right thing. I came across this which is the
"Solenoid Actuator" in short it provides timing. I also came across the "Position Sensor" which
he recommended be replaced. There are 2 for this specific vehicle. I went ahead and I ordered
them as well. Now I want you to keep in mind as I write this I am not mechanically inclined
whatsoever!!! It took my wife and I roughly and hour to change put the intake and exhaust
solenoids Now I'm no genius but something doesn't sound right, either that or I'm in the wrong
line of work. Anyway I say that to say this.. Save your money and DIY. The part itself is nice and
heavy feels and looks better than the OEM one we pulled. Hopefully it's more reliable but only
time will tell. It has cleared my check engine light and has made me very happy to this point. I
will wait a few days before I return the position sensor just in case, but I think they are fine since
it does just that "detect the position of the solenoid" and cleared the code. I highly recommend
this product if it fits your vehicle or if you have a Terrain as well. No issues and most
importantly no check engine light. I would definitely buy this again and recommend to others
looking for this part. I should have just replaced both because today the intake side went bad.
The bad intake solenoid made my equinox actually stall at a couple stoplights. Since I had
already replaced the exhaust solenoid 8 months ago, changing the intake one today literally
took 20 minutes. That 20 minutes also included blowing off the entire engine with an air
compressor. Clean around the uld ones before removing, you don't need any dirt or grime
falling in the engine. I used air compressor. Also cover your intake manifold after removing the
engine cover. Be very cautious not to drop the old bolt down the solenoid hole once you
remove the old one. The bolt also has a little black plastic clip on it which can fall off and go
down the hole as well. The old ond is pretty hard to remove. Use some locking vice grips on the
metal base not the plastic clip and use lots of tiny wiggles. It will come out eventually. It will drip
oil so once you get it almost all the way out get a towel ready. Also, don't forget to put a drop of
oil around the rubber ring on the new one before inserting. Inserting all the way takes some
force, you should feel it snap in once completely in before tightening the bolt. Hope this helps.
We have used these on two separate 2. Since GM does not issue this as a recall, this is a very
inexpensive fix. Both vehicles have been running without a repeat of the issue since
replacement more than a year ago. Make sure to change your oil and filter PRIOR TO replacing
these solenoids to avoid potentially clogging them with contaminants in the old oil. Dealership
wanted to replace camshaft, camshaft sensor, and flash ECM to correct the issue. If that didn't
work, they would diagnose the vacuum system and torque converter. When asked about these
parts, they said they would look at them at the time of service, but they are not the issue even
when told about TSB specifically mentioning the "engine dies after brake release" problem on
multiple models of GM vehicles with these engines. Another dishonest dealership service
department. A reputable dealership advised us to replace these parts first and then bring it in if
the problem returned. Again, it fixed the issue and has been over a year and over 14, miles on
both vehicles. My Chevy Malibu 2LT was running very lethargic, would hesitate when
accelerating, which did scare me a couple times, took the car to the auto parts store to get a
free print out of the codes, P, P, P, and P were the only codes showing, finding this part on
Amazon and the information they provided matched to a T my symptoms, after installing these
at Great price and quick turn around time the car improved, I needed an Oil change too, after the
parts and the Oil change the Check Engine Light turned off by itself! Now I can use my Remote
start again on these Hot Days! Thank you for Advertising and Delivering your Promise!! It's hard
to come by that these days! My mechanic said this is a common problem with GM 4L engines. I
watched a person on you tube remove and install both. So I just did the same, 20 minutes later,
engine light is off and car works works as it should. Not sure what these do, but GM should do a
recall if this is a problem. No more lights. Half the price of O'Reilly's. Easy install and lifetime
warranty can't beat it. Images in this review. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Translate all reviews to English. These were exactky what I needed. I did the fix myself. It was
easy and I saved mor than Seriously, buy a code reader, they are cheap. Google the code and
the vehicle mkae and the most likely cause and the fix will be right there moat likely with a
video. It would have been less but I was drinkin a coffee at the same time. Report abuse. One
person found this helpful. Money worth! Clears CEL and engine runs better than before. Quick
delivery, perfect match, fixed the problem. Report abuse Translate review to English. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: gmc parts , gmc parts , gmc parts , buick
verano parts , chevy impala parts , chevy captiva parts. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Details
Sorry. You are not eligible for this coupon. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal

Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Click Here. Disclosure
1. Not available with special financing, lease and some other offers. Bonus Earnings can be
used on the purchase or lease of eligible, new or Chevy vehicles and can be used above
applicable GM Rewards Cards program limits. Bonus Earnings may not be used on the
Chevrolet Corvette. Cannot be combined with certain other GM offers. See dealer for details.
Only one Bonus Earnings offer per Account. Excludes L models. Must be a current owner of a
model year or newer Chevy vehicle for at least 30 days prior to the new vehicle sale. Residential
restrictions apply. Schukei Chevrolet Inc Inventory. Schukei Pre Owned Deals. View Details. See
More. Search By Payment. Schukei Chevrolet Inc Customer Satisfaction is 1. Schukei Chevrolet
Inc is your trusted Chevy dealership in Mason City and the reason why our loyal customers
keep coming back. From the time you enter our showroom when you service with us, you can
expect to be treated like family, each and every visit. We offer an extensive inventory, as well as
our competitive lease specials, finance options, and expert auto service. We are dedicated to
providing exceptional customer service and being an integral part of our community. Learn
More About Us. Making a Difference in Our Community. Schukei Chevrolet Inc is actively
involved in creating a stronger community. From annual awareness campaigns in partnership
with Chevrolet, to local efforts around the holidays, we strive to make a difference! Current
Offers. At Schukei Chevrolet Inc our great selection of new and pre-owned inventory is
competitively priced with great offers and incentives. Click to find out what opportunities are
available for you today. View Specials. Clear Lake and Waterloo, IA Chevrolet customers can
rest assured as there is no need to overpay for professional vehicle auto repair anymore at our
Mason City shop. Top technology, skilled technicians, and fair pricing have made our
dealership a favored auto service center in the area. When you drive off in your new vehicle,
your automotive search may be over, but our commitment to you is just beginning. Aside from
providing Mason City and Clear Lake, IA with genuine parts and accessories, our customers
come to our dealership for world-class service and auto repairs. They can rely on our experts to
get their vehicles back on the road quickly and conveniently. Waterloo, IA drivers can get rid of
all your vehicle-related problems at our auto repair and service center in Mason City. Schedule
Service. Shop by Price Range. Get more for your money. Find a Chevrolet in your price range.
Chevrolet New Models. Clear All. Research View Inventory View Offers. Schukei Chevrolet Inc.
Get Directions. Thanks for visiting our dealership! Waterloo, IA Chevrolet buyers can also
search for online specials. Let our dealership be your destination and we will help
chevy door latches
audi rs7 manual
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you drive home happy in your new car, truck, or SUV! When it comes to the best selection of
vehicles, Mason City, Clear Lake, and Waterloo, IA Chevrolet customers know that our
dealership is the only place to go. Come find out for yourself! Clear Lake and Waterloo
Chevrolet aspirants can choose the vehicle within their budget at our dealership. Our extensive
vehicle lineup includes the class-leading Impala, the versatile Equinox, and of course, the
fuel-efficient Spark. Schedule a test drive right now, or stop by your Clear Lake, IA Chevrolet
alternative dealership and let us know what model we can get you behind the wheel of. Cruise
around in confidence in your new vehicle. Let us be your go-to dealer for any and all auto
needs. We look forward to seeing you soon! Waterloo, IA Chevrolet customers can come and
explore our wide inventory today! So what are you waiting for? Waterloo and Clear Lake
aspirants can drop by our dealership for more information. Hours Of Operation. Contact Us.

